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Abstmet-  Interactive distributed apptirattans  such as multiplayer
games will become increasingly popular in wide ares distributed sys-
tems. To provide  the response time desired by users despite high and
unpredictsble  mmmunieation  latency in such systems, shared objects
will be cached or replicated by clients that participate in the applies-
tions.  Any updates to the shared objects will have to he disseminated to
clients that aetuatty use the objects to maintain consistency. We address
the problem of &Cent and scalable update dissemination in an envi-
mnment  where client interests can change dynamically and the number
of multieast  channels available  for dissemination is Limited. We prwent
a heuristic based algorithm that can group objects md ctient  in B way
that it handles limited bandwidth recmrces.  We show that OYI alga-
rithm can produce better results than several algorithms that have been
developed in the past for update dissemination.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interactive disnibuted  applications like massive multi-
player games, virtual reality video conference, virtual shop-
ping malls, battle field simulations, and collaborative work
environments connect remote producers and consumers of
information together in real time over the Internet. The het-
erogeneity of the Internet along with real-time requirements
and /urge number ofusers complicate the deployment of such
applications.

Distributed object platforms, e.g., CORBA, DCOM and
RMI, provide middleware support for distributed applica-
tions. However, they do not natively meet the real-time re-
quirements of interactive distributed applications over the In-
ternet. The state of an object is transfened “on demand” to
the remote user via an RPC call. The large latency of tbe
Internet must be endured twice: first to request the object’s
state, and second to receive the object’s state.

Latency can be reduced by replicating an object at its re-
mote usen rather than always transferring its state on de-
mand. when replicating an object, consistency must be con-
sidered between the object and its replicas. A replica of an
object does not need to be totally consistent with the object.
Different object may require different levels of consistency,
say, some critical objects require immediate updates on all
of its replicas while other objects require only periodical up-
dates. The replica of an object at a remote user may be more
or less consistent when compared to replicas of this object at
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other remote users. The consistency of a replica can depend
on the remote user’s available network resources. For exam-
ple, a workstation with a broadband network connection can
maintain a more consistent replica of an object than a PDA
with a wireless connection. The frameworks and algorithms
about what to cache, where to cache, and when to cache are
very interesting topics but are out of the scope of this paper.

1n this paper, we concentrate on the following problem:
how can the consistency of object replicas at a distributed in-
teractive application’s remote wers be efficiently maintained
within each remote user’s consistency requirements? This
problem is interesting when the number of remote users and
replicated objects is very large and network resources are
limited. The key to making scalable applications in a het-
erogeneous environment with limited network resources is in
how the state updates of an object are disseminated to remote
replicating users.

Two transport technologies can be used to disseminate
state updates of an object to remote replicating users. The
first option is to use unicast, where the state update of an ob-
ject is transmitted to only one remote replicating user at a
time. However in an interactive application, multiple remote
users will replicate overlapping sets of objects. As a result,
unicast will use the object’s host’s outgoing bandwidth in-
efficiently. Another option is to use multicast. A multicast
channel can be allocated for each replicated object, and re-
mote users who replicate this object can listen to this channel.
The state update of an object can be transmitted over the ap-
propriate multicast channel and reach all replicating remote
users at the same time.

The above approach to using multicast is naive. Multi-
cast channels are not free; they consume resources  inside the
network, i.e., router memory for storing multicast informa-
tion and router bandwidth for maintaining multicast infor-
mation [ l][Z]. The number of multicast channels available
for use by an application is limited. Since an application
can have a large number of replicated objects, several objects
must be grouped together into the same multicast channel.
However a new problem arises: a remote user can receive
updates for objects that it does not replicate because these
objects are grouped with objects the remote user does repli-
cate. The result is that the remote user’s incoming bandwidth


















